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Note to parents
Children learn Mathematics best when they are
encouraged to use it in the world around them. For
example, if children point to each button as they
count, it is much better than simply reciting the words one to ten. If students start
to learn to add by using objects they see and feel, talking about what they are
doing, they will learn to add mentally in a way that will last. The written number
sentence, such as 4 + 6 = 10, should only be taught later, after their understanding
of the main concept is strong. The same is true for other concepts in Mathematics.
First we build understanding, and then we practise the written form. This pattern is
vitally important in the early years. If the time is not taken to work with materials,
to count objects and arrange them in different ways, then it is much harder for
children to learn to do Mathematics ‘mentally’ later.
Parents can help students build their mental Mathematics skills, and their
understanding of the concepts of Mathematics, by encouraging them to use their
senses as they learn. When walking, help children notice and name the shapes
you see. Ask questions to help children think mathematically. For example, draw a
circle and look at a ball. Talk about how both the circle and ball are round, but the
circle is a flat shape (2D). Use touch to learn how the ball is different. In ways such
as these, children need to be encouraged to ask questions, to notice details, and to
talk about what they know without fear of being wrong. Make up games when
you go out, such as counting the number of light poles along a certain road. Or,
you might start at ten, and count back one each time you see a white car, trying
to see who gets to zero soonest. In this way the concept of zero and the early steps
towards subtraction are both practised, in a fun way.
Many adults grew up with the idea that there were rigid procedures about how
Mathematics must be taught. Partly as a result, Mathematics seemed hard and
fear of failure was high. Now we understand that it is better to encourage students
to explore different approaches, and to talk about their reasoning, especially in
problem solving. Students today are sometimes encouraged to work with a partner
or a group, and to use the language of Mathematics in everyday ways. Working
together, trying out different ideas or strategies, giving reasons why the final
answer makes sense … these are all important life skills that start at an early age.
Curiosity, asking questions, not being afraid to try out an idea – these are the traits
that encourage children to love Mathematics and to be successful.
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Scope and sequence (KA and KB)
Note that Books KA and KB are for ages 4–5 (Reception / Kindergarten / Infant 1). Book KA is intended
for the long first term of the Kindergarten/Infant first year. It supplements the practical classroom
activities, giving practice in building number concepts and developing spatial awareness, as well as
shapes and positioning. Book KA moves at a deliberate, measured pace to allow all students the
opportunity to fully participate and build a strong Mathematics foundation.
Book KB briefly reviews the main concepts of the first term, and then expands to cover the balance of
the syllabus for the remainder of the Kindergarten/Infant first year. It includes the beginning operations
of addition and subtraction, work with measurement, money, graphs, time and identifying patterns.
It also includes extension material and topics not found in all regional syllabuses. Such material is
useful for Mathematics development, and is included for those schools that wish to use them. Book KB
also includes some challenges for the quicker students, while the Teacher’s Book gives suggestions for
reaching those students who may need additional support.
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Major Concept

Knowledge and Skills

Number/Number
Concepts

Count the number in a set of objects
Match the number of objects in one set with the number of objects in another set
Read, write and recognise number words
Read and write numerals
Recognise that number symbols (numerals and words) represent a number group
Make a set of objects to match a given number between 1 and 10
Make sets showing one more or less than a given set
Count aloud to 20 (rote) (extension up to 50)
Manipulate objects while counting
Count backwards from 10 to 1
Identify ordinal order 1st through to 5th
Explore and explain possible ways to solve a problem presented to the group
using role play, manipulatives, or other activities
Place value – group one set of ten objects
Understand that the number of objects in a set remains constant even when the
arrangement of objects changes (conservation of number)
Compare the number of objects in two sets using 1 to 1 correspondence
Identify a number before or after a number between 1 and 20

Patterns

Pair objects
Compare patterns and sequences
Identify matching patterns
Explore skip counting on a number line

Operations/
Computation and
Estimation

Compare sets that are equal or different
Use the symbols = < > to compare two sets of objects
Put the numbers 1 to 10 in order
Determine whether there are ‘many’ or ‘a few’
Explore a calculator and discuss when it is used
Connect mathematical operations to real-life situations
Estimate results in real-life problems
Number bonds less than 10
Addition: combine two sets of objects to a total of 9, discuss the result and
represent the operation with drawings/number sentence
Add two groups where the sum is less than 5, then 10
Subtraction: use objects to take away up to 9 from a set of up to 9 or 10 objects,
and represent the operation with drawings/number sentence
Connect addition and subtraction to real-life situations, creating and solving
problems and using appropriate vocabulary
Explore simple adding or subtracting using a calculator
Use objects to represent a number family (+ and –)
Add or subtract zero
Multiplication as a set number of equal groups
Division as sharing into equal groups

Scope and sequence (KA and KB)

